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Trump will win the 2020
Election, investing
experts say
Nearly 90% of Big Money investors approve of the
Federal Reserve’s moves to combat the coronavirus
crisis’s impact on financial markets, and a nearequal percentage give thumbs up to public health
officials’ response to the outbreak. United States
President Donald Trump, in contrast, gets a vote of
confidence for his handling of the health crisis from
just 48% of poll respondents, while only 45%
express confidence in the response of Congress.
“(Federal Reserve Chairman) Jerome Powell is a
hero,” says Mark Keeling, chief investment officer at
BTR Capital Management which oversees US$800
million (RM3.45 billion). “He didn’t blink, he didn’t
hesitate, he went at it with full force, and that has
really helped. For that reason, we think it is unlikely
that stocks go back to the March low, because that
was a panic-selling, lack-of-liquidity-driven event.”
By quickly buying hundreds of billions of dollars of
(See Page 3)

Oil stocks are hot. Here are 10 Goldman Sachs recommends
Energy stocks are suddenly hot, a strange phenomenon for a sector whose prospects on
paper couldn’t possibly look worse. But Wall Street now has warmed to the stocks and
analysts are getting more bullish, Avi Salzman writes.
Goldman Sachs analysts have issued reports in recent days recommending investors to buy
energy stocks from refiner Valero and producer ConocoPhillips to riskier Canadian company,
Cenovus Energy. Oil stocks have struggled for years to attract investor interest, to little avail.
Last year, energy stocks ended the year making up less than 5% of the S&P 500, the lowest
level in decades. The same pattern had been developing this year, until Covid-19 struck.
In March oil prices crashed, along with the stocks. In April, oil prices crashed again, but the
stocks have been rising. In fact the Standard & Poor's Depositary Receipts (SPDR) S&P
Oil & Gas Exploration & Production is up 66% since the start of April. Of course, it is
still down 42% for the year, but there is clearly momentum.
Analysts are increasingly seeing value in the industry. Looking at near-term oil prices, there
seems to be little reason for optimism. But investors expect prices to rise to more than
US$30 (RM129.45) a year from now, and higher from there. Goldman Sachs analyst Bryan
Singer expects Brent crude could trade at US$60 (RM258.90) in the second half of 2021.
30 April 2020, Barrons1

1 https://www.barrons.com/articles/oil-stocks-energy-sector-goldman-sachs-high-beta-opec-brent-west-texas-intermediate-crude51588279856?mod=read_next
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Hin Leong tarnishes fading Singapore brand
To many Singapore observers,
the most unsettling aspect of the
collapse of Hin Leong Trading
(HLT) was not the speed with
which volatile markets pushed
one of Asia’s biggest private oil
traders US$4 billion into the red.
More worrying was the admission
from its billionaire founder, Lim
Oon Kuin, one of Singapore’s
most respected business leaders,
that he had directed his finance
department not to disclose
US$800 million (RM3.45 billion)
worth of trading losses.
“There's no way to sugar coat it. It’ll hurt, and it will also hurt Singapore’s reputation,” said
Chris MacIntosh, co-founder of fund manager Glenorchy Capital.
Singapore’s reputation for integrity and financial probity helped it soar ahead to become
Southeast Asia’s financial and commodities trading capital. But as Singapore Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong prepares to hand over the reins to the so-called fourth generation of
leaders, a string of high profile corporate collapses and a faltering economy have put the
country’s reputation on the line.
“To me, this is a wakeup call about our regulatory framework for private companies. As we
see here, they could be huge but yet subject to little checks and balances,” said Mak Yuen
Teen, associate professor at the National University of Singapore Business School.
Singapore authorities are scrambling to limit fallout from the scandal, with three government
agencies – Enterprise Singapore, the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore and the
Monetary Authority of Singapore – announcing that they were closely monitoring
developments concerning HLT and its impact on the wider oil trading scene.
Singapore maintains that its oil trading industry remains resilient despite HLT’s collapse and
the challenges posed by the drop in global demand for energy. “The sector is sufficiently
diversified with more than 130 significant global, regional and local companies that trade
energy products. Singapore is also an important regional storage, blending and distribution
hub for refined oil products,” Enterprise Singapore said.
Taking advantage of its location at the nexus of several major Asian trade routes,
Singapore’s highly-developed infrastructure and the availability of skilled talent pool have
been key draws for oil and gas players. Last year the commodities trading sector
contributed to 4.5% to the city-state's Gross Domestic Product, generating S$20.3
billion (RM61.8 billion) in value and employing over 15,000 professionals.
According to International Enterprise Singapore (IES), Enterprise Singapore’s predecessor,
Singapore enjoyed the presence of up to 80% of the world’s top oil and gas, steel and
metals, mining and agricultural commodities companies. “Singapore has an added
advantage of a hub that offers a neutral playing field for commodity traders with no single
producer or consumer who can dominate the market,” IES said in a recent paper, noting the
country’s finance, trading, legal, regulatory and tax frameworks as its competitive edge.
4 May 2020, Nikkei Asian Review2
2

https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Markets/Commodities/Hin-Leong-scandal-adds-tarnish-to-fading-Singapore-brand
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securities, the Fed provided price
support and likely prevented – or
merely delayed – a wave of
defaults in the corporate and
municipal bond markets.
While some Big Money investors
praised the Fed for moving
quickly when it needed to, they
worry about the long-term
implications of its support. Rockbottom interest rates never
reverted to pre-financial-crisis levels a decade after that debacle, and the Fed’s
balance sheet remained bloated. Bill Priest, executive chairman and co-CIO at Epoch
Investment Partners in New York, wonders whether the Fed’s current support for riskier
markets will be withdrawn.
“My biggest fear is that we’ve entered a world of big government in the United States. You
have to allow companies to fail, what economist Joseph Schumpeter called creative
destruction. You don’t want to keep stale industries or firms alive, and the US has gone
down this path. Once government gets to be your partner, it’s going to be very hard to get rid
of government as your partner,” says Priest.
Nearly 50% of Big Money
respondents grade
President Trump an A or B
for his handling of the
current financial crisis.
Some 56% expect the
president to secure a
second term in November,
while 89% predict the
Republican party will keep
control of the Senate, and 75%
say Democrats will continue to
rule the House of
Representatives.
Several respondents indicated in follow-up interviews that the US Presidential election
effectively would be a referendum on the president’s handling of the Covid-19
pandemic. Priest expects the state of the economy to be a stronger factor this fall. “If it
weren’t for the coronavirus outbreak sweeping the globe, the coming presidential election
might have been a much more pressing issue for investors this year.
Big Money Poll respondents overwhelmingly see President Trump as more marketfriendly than his main opponent, (former Vice President Joseph) Biden. But the
candidate whose policies investors perceived to be the riskiest for the market, Senator
Bernie Sanders, is out of the race, allowing the election to take a back seat to other matters
in investors’ minds. “That’s taken some uncertainty off the table,” says says Kevin Grimes,
president and chief investment officer of Grimes & Co. “The election is much less of an issue
[for investors] than it would have been if Sanders was in.”
3 May 2020, Barrons3

3 https://www.barrons.com/articles/trump-will-win-the-2020-election-investing-experts-say-hes-better-for-stocks-and-the-economy51588507201?refsec=coronavirus
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In post-pandemic world, RE is only way forward
The battle humanity is waging against the Covid19 is only the preliminary round, and after that, we
have a much bigger and stronger opponent
waiting for us, called the Climate Emergency,
Enrique Dans writes.
Pollution affects us all. In addition to being
responsible for some seven million deaths
annually, it makes us more vulnerable to all
kinds of respiratory diseases, including, of
course, those caused by viruses such as Covid-19, which could also become seasonal
and repetitive. Not only do we know that we need to fix this problem: we also know that not
doing so is killing us, and we now have a pressing example of this.
Electricity generated by fossil fuels accounts for 25% of harmful emissions in the
world, while manufacturing and transport, also big consumers, are responsible for 21%
and 14% respectively. If one change could have a major impact on the climate emergency,
it would be the pivot to renewable energy.
The economics of renewable energy are well known. Years ago, it was only competitive
when backed by government subsidies. Now, the situation has been reversed: while oil
companies receive more than US$5 billion (RM21.6 billion) each year in government
subsidies, they bribe politicians who oppose environmental legislation, and they have no
problem finding banks to lend them money, renewable energies are already cheaper than
oil, gas or coal, a fact that should consequently change the global energy landscape.
Renewables accounted for 72% of new energy sources installed in 2019, backed by
investments that could achieve returns of 800%. Coal, on the other hand, is a moneylosing machine, and its economics are as toxic as its emissions.
Reconstructing the energy supply map of a country, even those in the developing world, has
never made more sense. Even a major coal producer like Australia plans to make huge
savings from falling costs of renewables, and estimates that 90% of its energy supply
could be based on solar and wind energy by 2040 without charging consumers to pay for
installation. Norway aims to electrify all its domestic flights by 2040. Some oil firms are
now investing in solar energy, partly as greenwashing, but because it is profitable.
The United Kingdom has just gone for a record 23 days without using coal to power
electricity generation, while American states like Iowa, Virginia and others are rethinking
their plans, based on using renewable energy. The Democrats want to include action against
climate change in the response packages to the Covid-19 crisis, and are considering funding
30 million solar roofs across the nation.
Changing the world’s energy map seems like a costly thing to do, but in practice, it is
cheap, especially if we factor in the disasters caused by fires, hurricanes, floods and
so on. If we include the cost of treating the diseases it causes, or if we simply put a
price on the viability of the human species as a whole, it’s clear that pivoting to
renewables is a no-brainer.
A post-pandemic economic reconstruction based on restructuring the energy map makes
sense. We know we have to do it. The time has come to abandon outdated concepts, to
change our mindset, and to put the use of renewables at the top of our list of priorities.
3 May 2020, Forbes4
4

https://www.forbes.com/sites/enriquedans/2020/05/03/in-a-post-pandemic-world-renewable-energy-is-the-only-wayforward/#7905a98917b6
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Australia to pour
A$300 million
into hydrogen
projects
The Australian government
has set aside A$300 million
RM824 million) to jumpstart
hydrogen projects with the
help of low-cost financing
as the country aims to build
the industry by 2030, its
Energy Minister said on
Monday. The hydrogen
push marks a few areas
where the conservative
government’s ambitions
align with renewable
energy advocates, who
fear the government’s
support of coal and gas is
thwarting efforts to cut
carbon emissions.
Energy and Emissions
Reduction Minister Angus
Taylor said Canberra has a
strong commitment to
building a hydrogen
industry, as it will create
jobs and billions of dollars
in economic growth over
the next several decades.
“If we can get hydrogen
produced at under A$2
(RM5.54) a kilogramme, it
will be able to play a role in
our domestic energy mix to
bring down energy prices,”
Taylor said. As of 2018, it
cost between roughly A$5
(RM13.90) and A$7
(RM19.40) per kilogramme
to produce hydrogen.
8 April 2020, Nikkei
Asian Review
Full report:
https://www.reuters.com/articl
e/us-australiahydrogen/australia-to-pour-190million-into-hydrogen-projectsidUSKBN22G03S
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Oil bankruptcies are coming:
EnergyNet, the eBay of
oilfields, is ready to profit
Even without paying attention to Covid-19 news or
watching the price of oil, Chris Atherton, president of
EnergyNet, would still be able to foretell the doom ahead
for the oil sector just from the phone calls he fields from
people looking to sell oilfields on his online platform.
Dealing in oil and gas operations, royalty interests,
undeveloped acreage, and more – it’s the eBay for
oilfields.
A year ago, Atherton, 43, was getting a lot of calls from
companies eager to divest non-core assets and clean up
their balance sheets. Back then, with oil prices at US$60,
the interests they sold went for an average price of
US$42,000 per net flowing barrel per day (thus a 100 bbl
per day field costs about US$4.2 million). As 2019 went
on, buyers got more picky, and sellers more
desperate. A lot of undrilled acreage didn’t sell at all.
In late February, the calls began drying up as the
Covid-19 crisis hit and oil prices went into freefall. For how
long depends on prices.
EnergyNet sold 200,000 properties over 20 years, for
US$6.8 billion (RM29.3 billion). This down cycle won't
end without some marquis names going into Chapter 11
bankruptcy. Before Covid-19, many bankers considered
Chesapeake Energy Corporation “too big to fail” with
access to ample capital to keep limping along. Now the
opinion has changed. With US$9.4 billion (RM40.6 billion)
in debt requiring US$650 million (RM2.8 billion) in annual
interest payments, and operating income set to get cut in
half this year, Chesapeake has limited runway left. Its
equity market cap is down to US$300 million (RM1.29
billion), while Chesapeake bonds maturing February 2021
traded Tuesday at 7.75 cents on the dollar according to
the US Financial Industry Regulatory Authority(FINRA)
data – as if holders anticipate a total loss.
But how low can prices go? A fortnight ago, a few dozen
June futures contracts for West Texas Intermediate crude
traded below -$30 per barrel. Likewise, oilfields can sell
for “negative” value because of their attendant
liabilities tied to plugging wells and remediating land.
Atherton says although EnergyNet usually makes its
commission off of auction proceeds, they’re now able to
sell negative-priced assets by accepting a success fee.
28 April 2020, Forbes5

5 https://www.forbes.com/sites/christopherhelman/2020/04/28/how-energynet-the-ebay-of-oilfields-is-gearing-up-for-a-wave-ofbankruptcies/#394dccc256d4
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Global oil demand starts a
long, painful and uncertain
recovery

Oil's recovery could
take decades, not
years
Few knows what the new normal for
oil demand will be once Covid-19 is
firmly in the rear view mirror? What
is certain is that oil is likely to be
lower than it was in 2019, and it
could be that way for many years.
That’s going to create overcapacity
throughout the oil supply chain and
weigh on prices.

From the streets of San Antonio to Barcelona and
Beijing, traffic data, sales at fuel stations, and
pipeline flows all suggest that the slump in oil
demand probably bottomed out around the middle of
April, and has now started a modest and very
tentative recovery. But the recovery is extremely
slow. Oil traders believe it’s likely to take more
than a year, and perhaps much longer, before
global demand reaches the pre-pandemic levels
of roughly 100 million barrels a day. A growing
minority even speculate it may never get there again.
The likely shape of the revival has been a hotly
contested topic. A V-shape was discarded. It’s
possible it could be U-shaped, with a relatively long
period along bottom, or L-shaped, with demand
never returning to where it once was. Perhaps the
Latin alphabet doesn’t have a letter for the right
shape. The square-root mathematical symbol may
offer, to a point, an alternative: first a V-recovery as
lockdowns are relaxed, followed by a long, flat tail
as lifestyle changes, such as more work-from-home,
become more normal.
The sheer scale of the demand destruction – about
30 million barrels a day in April – means the
comeback is going to be a painful process. The
International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that
consumption will be down 25.8 million barrels a
day in May, and 14.6 million in June. In December,
it would still be 2.7 million a day below 2019 levels.
“We’re seeing improvements really across all three
markets, we’ve seen in May volumes trending up in
Europe, we see that happening in America, and we
see that also in Asia,” Darren Woods, CEO of Exxon
Mobil on Friday.
(Continue on Page 7)
Page 6 of 14

While signs are emerging that we
might have passed the worst of this
historic oil demand rout, they’re
very tentative. No one is predicting
a swift recovery to where we were
before the pandemic struck. Some,
including Royal Dutch Shell’s
chief executive officer, Ben van
Beurden, suggest that oil
demand may never recover fully.
Citigroup analysts don’t see jet
fuel consumption back at last
year’s level until well into 2022,
and they’re at the optimistic end of
the spectrum. Boeing’s CEO
suggests passenger traffic might
not get back to 2019 levels for
three years, and even when the
flying public does return, airlines will
use their newest and most efficient
planes to carry them.
So let’s make a guess about the
loss in future demand, and let’s
make a fairly small one. Let’s
assume it’s about 5 million barrels a
day. That doesn’t sound like too
much; it’s about 5% of last year’s
global oil demand. The drop in
worldwide oil consumption in
April has been put as high as 35
million barrels a day, and
forecasts estimate 2020 oil use
will be about 10 million barrels a
day (or 10%) lower than in 2019.
3 May 2020, Bloomberg
Full report:
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/arti
cles/2020-05-03/oil-s-recovery-fromcoronavirus-could-take-decades-notyears?sref=5FDdIvTK
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The very gradual improvement comes just as producers, from the OPEC+ alliance
accelerate their output cuts. Together they could progressively push supply and demand into
balance over time. In the past week, more companies, including big American firms such as
ConocoPhillips, have announced fresh production closures.
The epicentre of the oil recovery is the same as where the public health crisis started
in January: Wuhan. Weekday traffic in the Chinese city has almost returned to pre-crisis
levels, although it remains depressed on weekends. It’s completely back to normal during
rush hour in other major cities including Beijing, Guangzhou and Shanghai, according to
data from navigation company TomTom. Rush-hour traffic in Beijing and other cities in China
has recovered to pre-crisis levels, but remains depressed on weekends.
As with economic indicators, oil demand data comes with a significant lag. So traders rely on
proxy estimates for a near real-time view. One is highway traffic. Another is the amount of
gasoline and diesel that’s trucked out from pipeline terminals into fuel stations. In the US, the
amount of gasoline supplied to the market increased last week to nearly 5.9 million barrels a
day, up from 5.1 million in the first week of April but well below the typically more than 9
million before the virus, according to the official data. Early last month, refiners saw gasoline
demand at 55% of normal level, which improved to 64% in the latest seven-day average.
The data show that consumption has, at the very least, bottomed out. Where demand goes,
prices follow, and Torbjorn Tornqvist, head of commodity trading giant Gunvor Group Ltd,
thinks the worst of oil’s slide is over. Echoing a widely held view in the market, Tornqvist
warns, however, that these subdued prices and demand may remain for a while. Prices
aren’t likely to go much above US$40 (RM172.60) a barrel before the end of 2021,
Tornqvist said. Only four months ago, at the start of this year, benchmark Brent crude was
near US$70 (RM302). It was at about US$26 (RM1122.20) a barrel on Monday. “It’s going to
take a long time to balance the market,” he said.
3 May 2020, Bloomberg 6

Pandemic crisis offers glimpse into oil industry’s future
The pandemic has wiped out almost a third of global oil demand through lockdowns and
travel bans, landing a direct hit on a sector already in the grip of its own crisis: How to evolve
when climate change is now the political agenda, and oil demand is threatening to peak?
Some in the industry argue that behavioural changes during the Covid-19 outbreak will
accelerate the peak demand trajectory. Many are reflecting on how the pandemic will
reshape its outlook beyond the need to weather a drop in prices to around US$25
(RM107.90) a barrel. Some oil executives believe the world will be changed so indelibly that
oil demand will struggle to regain the upwards trajectory that has underpinned the industry
for over a century. They see the potential for demand to peak earlier than expected, with a
more rapid shift into renewable energy. “The oil industry was already changing,” says Mark
Lewis, global head of sustainability research at BNP Paribas Asset Management. “The
question is now whether this accelerates (after the pandemic).”
2 May 2020, Financial Times 7

6 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-03/global-oil-demand-starts-a-long-painful-and-uncertainrecovery?sref=5FDdIvTK
7 https://www.ft.com/content/99fc40be-83aa-11ea-b872-8db45d5f6714
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Dysfunctional oil market
needs a new model
While global markets have taken a thrashing, oil
remains a ticking time bomb for both the
energy industry and the global economy. With
no solution for rapidly depleting world storage
capacity, volatility and uncertainty are likely to be
the new norm in the near-term. It is imperative to
consider adopting a new model for the oil market,
writes John Padilla.
The Covid-19-induced collapse in oil demand
presents a black swan, which an inelastic industry
is incapable of addressing. Although falling prices
are having some impact, only widespread forced
production shut-ins will permit a slow return to
market equilibrium. But shutting-in is not as simple
as turning off a tap, due to the risk of well damage
or pressure loss. So few companies want to cut
production, many believing they are protected by
low production costs, hedges or guaranteed sales.
There is a litany of challenges that would need to
be addressed, including unwinding current
hydrocarbon value chains and arrangements,
identifying benchmark crude blends, ensuring
sufficient refinery capacity and configurations,
market regulations and how excess capacity would
be handled. But not exploring replacements for
a model that is outdated, does not contribute to
global economic stability and is not viable for
the future is no longer an option.
With the energy transition in full swing, OPEC’s
influence is on the decline. As a broader array of
economically viable and less price-volatile energy
sources and technologies continue to emerge, this
dynamic will only become more pronounced. End
consumers will be the winners, and oil prices
will have to become more predictable.

The oil war risks
becoming a three-way
suicide pact
The present energy war between the
unhappy triumvirate of the United
States, Russia and Saudi Arabia could
turn a three-way shootout into little
more than a suicide pact, with
significant repercussions for a global
economy already on its knees.
In December 2019, the price of Brent
crude was US$66 (RM284) a barrel.
At end April 2020, it stood at US$20
(RM86) a barrel, an unheard-of drop
which gravely wounded all three.
Absolutely nobody in this shootout
factored in the damage the Covid-19
pandemic would do to global
economic production. Global demand
has fallen by as much as 30 million
bpd, or a staggering 30%, due to the
virus. This is where the shootout has
the potential to become a suicide pact.
While the Russians and Saudis have
agreed to stop the madness, cutting
10 million bpd from their outputs, this
is too little, too late to right the slump.
The key question now is do these
three ill-tempered energy gunslingers
have the fortitude to make further cuts
to save themselves, or will the final
credits reveal three economically dead
cowboys in the fatal bull ring.
4 May 2020, City AM
FULL REPORT: https://www.cityam.com/theoil-war-risks-becoming-a-three-way-suicidepact/

The reality is that in stark contrast to past fears
of peak oil, the world is able to produce much
more oil today than it can possibly consume.
Based on International Energy Agency data, oil
demand will continue to increase over the next fewe decades but start to decline as energy
transition and efficiency take greater hold. OPEC-orchestrated cuts and production tweaks
will no longer be able to maintain market equilibrium. The breadth of global economic
damage inflicted by crude oil-price volatility can no longer be tolerated. Relying on
mechanisms that fail to provide economic or geopolitical stability is no longer an option.
3 May 2020, Financial Times8

8

https://www.ft.com/content/ddfb18f6-89f6-11ea-a109-483c62d17528
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China oil majors spill red ink
in blow to economic revival

Oil prices under
pressure as futures
deadline looms
Oil prices were under pressure on
Monday morning, as fears continue
about oversupply in the market. Crude
futures were down 6.3% to US$18.52
(RM79.60) a barrel, while international
Brent futures were 1.8% lower at
US$25.96 (RM111.60).

Leading Chinese state-owned energy groups,
PetroChina and Sinopac, reported net losses for
the first quarter through March, hurt by falling oil
prices and the loss of demand from the coronavirus
pandemic. The losses, reported last Wednesday by
the two companies' Hong Kong-listed arms, eclipse
profits earned a year earlier. Fellow energy giant
China National Offshore Oil Corp (CNOOC) said the
same day it managed to stay profitable, but it will cut
capital expenditures due to diminished revenues.
These setbacks come as the Chinese government
enlists state-owned enterprises to pull the world's
second-largest economy out of its slump. All three
companies will instead prioritise reviving earnings by
scaling down investments and cutting costs.
Oil producer PetroChina posted a first quarter net loss
of 16.2 billion yuan (RM9.9 billion), compared with a
10.2 billion yuan (RM6.23 billion) profit year earlier.
Revenue slipped 14% to 509 billion yuan (RM311
billion). Though the company boosted output of
crude oil and natural gas by 6%, its sale price
dropped 9% for petroleum and 23% for natural gas.

“Investors are concerned about the
storage issues despite the fact that we
have seen some serious voluntary
production cut by the US Shale oil
producers over the last week. An
intense sell-off of West Texas Crude
remains a possibility,” said Naeem
Aslam, chief market analyst at
Avatrade.
Fears around storage are rising as
the deadline for June futures
contracts expiry looms on 19 May, at
which point anyone holding them will
have to take delivery of barrels of oil.
Traders are jittery about the expiration
date after oil prices turned negative for
the first time in history last month
around the May futures expiry date.
4 May 2020, Yahoo Finance
Full report:
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavi
rus-covid-19-oil-prices-4-may-opec-futurescontract-081152317.html

Sinopec reported a 19.1 billion yuan (RM11.7 billion) loss, wiping out the 15.4 billion yuan
(RM9.4 billion) profit from the year-earlier quarter. The company, whose main business is
refining, was squeezed by the lack of demand for gasoline and petrochemical
products. Its volume of crude oil processed sank 13%. Revenue plunged 23% to 555 billion
yuan (RM339 billion) due to declining prices.
CNOOC did not disclose its full quarterly results but Chief Financial Officer Xie Weizhi said
during an earnings call last Wednesday that the company did not suffer a loss. The offshore
oil driller boosted crude and natural gas production 10% on the year but oil and gas
revenues shrank 6%. CNOOC has reduced its annual output target by 3% and will
slash total capital expenditures by roughly 10%, targeting US shale oil projects.
2 May 2020, Nikkei9

9

https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Energy/China-oil-majors-spill-red-ink-in-blow-to-economic-revival-plan
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India doubles down on solar,
gas at coal's expense as
electricity use falls
India’s solar and gas-fired electricity generation rose in
April even as overall power demand fell at the steepest
monthly rate in at least thirteen years, a Reuters
analysis of provisional government data showed.
Solar-powered electricity generation rose 16.9%,
accounting for a record 5.6% of the country’s total
output, while gas-fired power output was 13.7%
higher, an analysis of daily load despatch data from
state-run power operator POSOCO showed. However,
wind-powered electricity generation fell 11.4%.
Electricity generation from coal – India’s primary
source of electricity – fell 32.3% to 1.91 billion
units per day, the data showed, with its contribution to
overall electricity generation falling to 65.5%,
compared with an average of over 73.7% last year.
India, the world’s second-largest consumer, importer
and producer of coal and the third-largest greenhouse
gas emitter, expects to remain heavily dependent on
coal for electricity but has pledged that clean energy
will account for at least 40% of its installed
capacity by 2030, up from about 22% now.
Overall electricity use fell by about 24% in April, the
data from POSOCO showed, as all industries and
offices not categorised “essential” were shut as a part
of a nationwide lockdown to prevent the spread of the
coronavirus.
Industries and commercial plants account for over
half of India’s annual consumption of electricity,
with residences making up nearly a quarter and
agriculture accounting for over a sixth. Ratings agency
Moody’s unit ICRA expects annual power demand to
fall for the first time during the year ended March 2021,
while losses at state-run electricity distribution utilities
are set to rise to 500 billion rupees (RM28.5 billion).
Barring two hilly states in the country’s north east with
little industrial load, power use fell across all regions,
the data showed. Consumption in industrial states fell
steeply, with states such as Gujarat and Tamil Nadu
recording a fall of about 30%, while Maharashtra’s fell
over 20%.
4 May 2020, Reuters10

A major bull run is
forming in oil
markets
As the global economy is slowly
moving towards reopening,
almost no one believes that
demand or prices will shoot up
later this year. Optimism about
an average US$35 (RM150) to
US$40 (RM172) per barrel price
may seem overly positive when
markets are looking at a demand
plunge to the tune of 30 million
bpd in May.
Norwegian consultancy Rystad
Energy’s forecast that around
US$100 billion is expected to be
cut in 2020 from exploration and
production (E&P) budgets, is
being painted as a negative
development. The consultancy
warned that if oil prices stay
below US$30 (RM129)per barrel
in 2021, the total cut could
reach US$150 billion (RM645
billion). That is a staggering
amount, but one that is supported
by earnings reports from
international oil companies
(IOCs), such as Shell, that clearly
show a sector on life-support.
Ratings agency Moody’s is a bit
more optimistic, expecting a
bounce in oil prices in the medium
term. They forecast that oil prices
in the long-term will range from
US$50 (RM215) to US$70
(RM301) per barrel. In the short
term, Moody’s is less optimistic
and sees the effects of capital
expenditure cuts trickling down
from E&P companies to oilfield
service companies (OFS).
3 May 2020, OilPrice.coms
Full report:
https://oilprice.com/Energy/EnergyGeneral/A-Major-Bull-Run-Is-Forming-InOil-Markets.html

10 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-india-solar/india-doubles-down-on-solar-gas-at-coals-expense-as-electricity-use-fallsidUSKBN22G08C
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China's expensive bet on Africa has failed
China’s commercial activities in Africa, such as
investments, infrastructure projects and bank
lending, have long attracted scrutiny and
criticism. Critics have accused Beijing of
practicing a new form of economic
colonialism to gain control of the continent’s
valuable natural resources by luring
unsuspecting African nations into so-called
debt traps.
While this perspective dominates the narrative about Beijing’s economic ties with Africa, it
likely exaggerates Chinese strategic foresight and overlooks the pitfalls of China’s big bet on
the continent. As the prices of oil, copper and minerals found in Africa have plunged in
the global economic meltdown, the prospects for China-funded projects look bleak.
China is facing growing pressure to forgive the tens of billions of dollars of loans it has made
to African countries since the early 2000s.
Even the crown jewel of China’s economic engagement with Africa, the trillion-dollar
Belt and Road Initiative infrastructure program, is at risk. The coronavirus has dealt a
body blow to the Chinese economy, with its economic output falling 6.8% in the first quarter.
It is doubtful that Beijing will have the resources to fund the BRI in the future. One
telltale sign is the absence of references in the communiques of recent Politburo
meetings of the Chinese Communist Party to BRI as a priority.
In retrospect, the unraveling of China’s Africa project should not come as a surprise.
Beijing’s strategy has been based on flawed assumptions and was executed at the wrong
moment. Chinese leaders see Africa mainly as a source of natural resources. China’s fastpaced growth since the early 1990s has generated a voracious demand for oil and subsoil
minerals, and Africa appeared a perfect fit since dominant multinationals had a weak hold on
the continent and Beijing could outbid them to gain equity stakes in mines and oil fields.
As a result, China has opened its checkbooks and become the most active non-traditional
lender in Africa. According to the China Africa Research Initiative at Johns Hopkins
University, China loaned US$152 billion (RM656 billion) to 49 African countries
between 2000 and 2018. The World Bank estimates that, as of 2017, the value of
China’s loans to sub-Saharan African countries was US$64 billion (RM276 billion), or
more than 60% of the stock of bilateral debt.
Besides showering Africa with credit, China has bet big on direct investments, mainly
through its state-owned enterprises. Between 2008 and 2018, Chinese FDI in Africa rose
from US$7.8 billion (RM33.7 billion) to US$46 billion (RM198.5 billion), according to
official data. On paper, China may seem to have got its money’s worth. Merchandise trade
between China and Africa rose from US$107 billion (RM461.8 billion) to US$204 billion
(RM880.5 billion) in 2018, based on data provided by the Chinese government.
But the question is whether China could have expanded its trade with Africa and maintained
its access to raw materials without committing nearly US$200 billion (RM863 billion) in
bilateral loans and FDI in a distant continent full of political and economic risks. For one thing,
once China extended the credit or made the direct investments in mines, oil fields or
roads, it was at the mercy of the recipients, Africa’s national governments and political
elites. China cannot prevent the nationalisation of its investments or defaults on loans.
1 May 2020, Nikkei Asian Review11

11

https://asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/China-s-expensive-bet-on-Africa-has-failed
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Oil investors are doomed even if prices recover
On April 20, oil price crashed from US$18 (RM77.40) a barrel to -US$38(-RM163), turning
negative for the first time on record. The news has set off an oil buying frenzy among
Americans hoping to profit on a rebound. In a matter of days, United States Oil Fund (USO),
America’s most popular oil exchange traded fund (ETF), has exploded in popularity.
But most of these investors have made a terrible investment. There’s one simple reason that
all but ensures funds like USO will never fully recover from today’s lows. Even worse, it
could get cut in half again and this has to do with a legal requirement stipulated in the
fund’s operating documents.
Covid-19 has brought the world to a halt. Ships aren’t sailing. Trucks and cars are parked.
Planes are grounded. Most machines that use oil are unused in lockdowns sweeping the
world. But oil producers keep pumping out a massive surplus of oil. So big, in fact, they are
running out of storage space. Even though conventional wisdom is that as soon as the world
goes back to “normal”, oil prices will perk up, that unfortunately, is not how it works.
Contrary to what most investors think, USO doesn't buy and store oil in massive tanks,
which would be enormously expensive. Instead, it trades so-called “paper oil”, also
known as oil futures. Oil futures are contracts that give you the right to buy physical oil at a
predetermined price on a specific date in the future. One contract represents 1,000 barrels of
oil. You can trade them on the stock exchange like any other stock. The catch is: When
these contracts expire, you have to pick up thousands of barrels of actual oil from the seller.
USO avoids taking delivery of physical oil by holding the futures contract until two
weeks before its expiration. Then it sells it and buys another short-term contract in its
place. For example, in the middle of March, it sells its April contract and buys a May contract.
In normal times, this allows the fund to close lockstep with the oil price without having to own
physical barrels of oil. But it all falls apart when it runs into a situation called “contango”.
Take a look at the current prices of oil futures
contracts until December 2020 (see chart).
The December price is higher than July’s
because the seller thinks oil demand will pick
up by December, driving prices higher. When
commodity prices trend higher into the future
like this, it’s called “contango”. This doesn’t
happen often, but when it does, it wreaks
havoc on funds built on futures like USO.
Last week, USO made a rare move called a “reverse split” that signals the fund is
preparing for the worst. In short, it consolidated all its shares into fewer proportionally
valued shares. For example, before April 28, USO had 1.5 billion shares in circulation at
US$2.20 (RM9.45). Today, there are one-eighth as many shares at eight times the price.
There’s no actual benefit in pulling this off except for one thing. It shows their management
is afraid the fund’s shares would plunge below US$1 (RM4.30). And stock exchanges
often delist stocks that trade below US$1 to prevent price manipulation.
Let it sink in. The stock price was over US$2 before the reverse split. That means USO
insiders are worried the fund could plunge another 50% from today’s lows! Meanwhile,
investors are clutching at this ticking time bomb as if it’s a sure fire way to profit from
rebounding oil prices. Don’t be one of them.
4 May 2020, Risk Hedge Report12

12 https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business52523905?intlink_from_url=https://www.bbc.com/news/business&link_location=live-reporting-correspondent
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Drilling down: The storms battering oil and gas
For the oil and gas sector in Scotland,
Covid-19 is merely one part of its
current nightmare. It’s been the catalyst
that has brought upon it a confluence of
massive challenges around maturing
assets and structural change, pressure
over climate change, and geo-politics.
A survey by Oil and Gas UK noted that
up to 30,000 jobs are at risk in the
United Kingdom sector. That’s a very
rough figure. It could be significantly
worse but it feels unlikely to be much
less serious than that. The UK industry is at the mercy of the oil price, over which it has no
control. While Saudi and Russia are tussling for control and share of markets, others such as
Venezuela are hit exceptionally hard by reduced revenue, and US President Donald Trump...
well, who knows what he's trying to do?
With prices down, Oil and Gas UK reckons this year could see companies going cash
negative for the third time in 40 years. The average barrel of oil or its gaseous equivalent
can be produced from UK waters for US$15.20 (RM65.32). That’s the result of harsh costcutting from free-spending days in the 2010-14 offshore investment boom, which led to
production costs averaging above US$30 (RM129) per barrel which doesn’t include
exploration and development costs. With Brent crude ending last week at US$26 (RM122),
producers can still break even. But that’s the average. Some fields, and particularly the
older ones, are at up to US$64 (RM275) per barrel for production costs alone.
So production costs are being squeezed, that usually means bearing down on supplier
contracts. Some production levels will be cut back too. More significant is the slashing at
investment plans while holding back on committing to new ones. Every day or two, it
seems, another company reports cutbacks by the hundreds of millions of dollars. This week,
it was EnQuest and Ithaca Energy – two of the bigger producers in the North Sea.
Rystad Energy consultancy reckons the global capital cutback is around US$100
billion (RM430 billion). Oil and Gas UK suggests more than half of companies will more
than halve their capital expenditure plans. They were already expected to fall this year by 20
to 30% from the recent average, to reach the US$4 billion (RM17.2 billion) to US$4.5 billion
(RM19.3 billion) range. They could end up a long way below that because of the low price,
perhaps to the lowest level since the early 1970s, when the industry was getting under way.
That directly affects those in the supply chain, who provide rigs and drilling
equipment, engineering, data services, shipping, offshore catering, and so on. A lot of
these firms are important exporters, and face similar cutbacks overseas to those in Scotland.
There are plenty people who will be outraged at the oil industry wanting more fiscal support,
when it has been highly profitable in the past, and continues to provide the feedstock for
climate changing emissions. The industry response is that these same engineering
companies are among Britain’s best hope for a transition to a net zero carbon
economy – with carbon capture and storage back on the agenda after false starts, and at
the next frontier of making hydrogen as an energy source both safe and financially viable.
4 May 2020, BBC News13

13 https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business52523905?intlink_from_url=https://www.bbc.com/news/business&link_location=live-reporting-correspondent
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Solar, wind energy struggle
as Covid-19 takes toll

Record Asian crude oil
imports is as good as it gets

The US renewable energy industry is reeling
from the Covid-19 pandemic, which has
delayed construction, put thousands of skilled
laborers out of work and sowed doubts about
solar and wind projects on the drawing board.

Asia imported a record amount of crude oil in
April as refiners took advantage of low prices
amid a price war between top exporters Saudi
Arabia and Russia. But that’s likely as good
as it gets for a while as the economic
slowdown caused by the Covid-19 and rapidly
filling regional storages crimp demand in May,
and likely for the next few months after that.

In locked-down California, some local
agencies that issue permits for new work
closed temporarily, and some solar
companies furloughed installers. In New York
and New Jersey, SunPower CEO Thomas
Werner halted installation of more than 400
residential solar systems, fearing for his
workers’ safety. As many as 120,000 jobs in
solar and 35,000 in wind could be lost,
trade groups say.
The wind industry is plagued by slowdowns in
obtaining parts from overseas, getting them to
job sites and constructing new turbines. “The
industry was on a tremendous roll right up
until the last month or two,” said Tom
Kiernan, CEO of the American Wind Energy
Association. ”That reversal is stunning and
problematic.”
Residential solar business has been hit
especially hard with door-to-door sales no
longer feasible and potential customers
watching their wallets. Deals with commercial
buyers also have slumped, said Abigail Ross
Hopper, president of the Solar Energy
Industries Association. New solar
installations could be 17% lower
worldwide than expected this year, and
wind turbine manufacturing could fall up
to 20%, according to consulting firm Wood
Mackenzie. “Pre-pandemic, there were great
dreams and aspirations for a record-setting
year,” said Paul Gaynor, CEO of Longroad
Energy, a utility-scale wind and solar
developer. “I’m sure we’re not going to have
that.”

Asia, the world’s top crude-consuming
region, imported 26.9-million barrels per
day (bpd) in April, according to vesseltracking and port data compiled by Refinitiv
Oil Research. This was up from an average of
26-million bpd in the first quarter of this year,
Refinitiv said. The increase appears to have
been driven by stockpiling due to the price
war that broke out in March when OPEC and
its allies, led by Russia, couldn’t agree to
increase or extend output cuts that had been
in place since the start of 2017.
While prices have staged a rally since then,
April was always going to be an unusual
month for crude in Asia, as it was the time
when all the crude from the price war arrived,
and before the impact of the new deal to cut
production could be felt. China was once
again the leading light for crude imports in
Asia, with Refinitiv assessing April arrivals
at 10.04-million barrels per day (bbpd) up
from March’s customs number of 9.72mbpd, but not as high as February’s 10.85mbpd.
With the likely tailing off of buying crude
for storage, outside China, and still weak
demand, it’s possible that Asian demand
in coming months may be lower than the
reduced amount of crude available from
the production cuts by Opec+, and
involuntary shut-ins elsewhere by lossmaking producers.

2 May 2020, Associated Press

4 May 2020, Business Day

Full report:
https://apnews.com/e3ea11613c2ad83f05bc85f75
a26181a

Full report:
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/202005-04-record-asian-crude-oil-imports-may-be-as-goodas-it-gets/
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